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WHY are we here? 

“National protected area networks are the 
cornerstones of biodiversity conservation 
but also serve as water towers for industry 
and urban centers, as well as a valuable 
buffer against the impacts of climate 
change. In many countries national parks 
are also a cornerstone for the tourism 
industry.” 
 

 

 

Investing in natural capital for eradicating extreme 
poverty and boosting shared prosperity: A 
Biodiversity Roadmap for the World Bank Group, June 
2014 



WHY are we here? 

…well-managed protected areas are significantly 
reducing the rate of loss of biodiversity 
compared with surrounding areas, maintaining 
genetic diversity and performing many other 
essential functions, like reducing the risk of 
disasters from floods, tsunamis and 
earthquakes. Protected areas in critical 
watersheds are producing the water supplies and 
maintaining sources of food for many cities and 
communities, while enhancing human health and 
well-being everywhere. Well-conserved, 
resilient and robust natural ecosystems are 
storing carbon and aiding climate stability, 
while helping society cope with the increasing 
impacts of climate change. Inclusive, equitably 
governed protected area systems are offering 
cultural and spiritual refuge…” 

 

    
 



WHY are we here? 

“areas of particular importance  

    for biodiversity and ecosystem 
services  

       [be] conserved through effectively 
and  

           equitably managed, 
ecologically representative  

             and well connected systems 
of protected areas.” 

 

 

Aichi Biodiversity Target 11  



QUESTIONS 

• WHERE  
…are ecosystems supporting human well-being?  
…are those ecosystems represented by protected 
areas (PAs)? 

…are the gaps? 

• WHAT  
… should be the role of PAs in securing ecosystem 
services? 

…other conservation strategies are needed? 
…data, information, and tools are needed? 

• HOW  
… can PAs be effectively managed to maintain 
ecosystem services? 

 …can we set meaningful targets for ecosystem 
services? 
 



 WHO ARE WE? 
• Mark Mulligan, King’s College London & UNEP-
WCMC 

Assessing the (changing) ecosystem service capture by PAs at global, 
national and local scales, using Co$ting Nature 

• Neil Burgess, UNEP-WCMC 
How well do protected areas cover Ecosystem Assets? 

• Petina Pert, CSIRO 
Mapping cultural ES in the Wet Tropics, Queensland, Australia 

• Hedley Grantham, Conservation International 
Effectively achieving multiple conservation objectives 

• Rachel Neugarten, Conservation International 
PA networks and ecosystem services: examples from Cambodia and 
Madagascar 

• Andrea Stefan, WWF** 
Protected area benefits in the Dinaric Arc parks 

• Tracy Farrell, Conservation International 
“Reality check” panelist 
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